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Native American Natural Resources Law
Judith V. Royster 2017-04-26 This
casebook explores issues relating to
property rights, environmental
protection, and natural resources in
Indian country. The book explores
tribal, cultural and religious
relationships with the land,
fundamental principles of federal
Indian law, land ownership and
property rights of tribes, land use
and environmental protection, natural
resources development, taxation of
lands and resources, water rights,
usufructuary (hunting, fishing,
gathering) rights, and international
approaches to indigenous rights in
land and natural resources. It is
designed to be used in a stand-alone
course or as a supplemental reader
for courses in environmental law,
natural resources law, or Native
American studies. The third edition
updates the casebook to include
recent Supreme Court cases as well as
other judicial and legislative
developments since 2008. The new
edition also expands the materials on
cultural and religious resources, the
cases-and-materials-on-water-law-american-casebook-series

federal trust doctrine, the Cobell
settlement, water rights settlements,
natural resources damages, and
international law.
The Clean Water Act Handbook Mark
Ryan 2003 Provides a clearly
presented overview of the law's
provisions and pertient regulation
and enforcement issues.
Pain Management and the Opioid
Epidemic National Academies of
Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine
2017-09-28 Drug overdose, driven
largely by overdose related to the
use of opioids, is now the leading
cause of unintentional injury death
in the United States. The ongoing
opioid crisis lies at the
intersection of two public health
challenges: reducing the burden of
suffering from pain and containing
the rising toll of the harms that can
arise from the use of opioid
medications. Chronic pain and opioid
use disorder both represent complex
human conditions affecting millions
of Americans and causing untold
disability and loss of function. In
the context of the growing opioid
problem, the U.S. Food and Drug
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Administration (FDA) launched an
Opioids Action Plan in early 2016. As
part of this plan, the FDA asked the
National Academies of Sciences,
Engineering, and Medicine to convene
a committee to update the state of
the science on pain research, care,
and education and to identify actions
the FDA and others can take to
respond to the opioid epidemic, with
a particular focus on informing FDA's
development of a formal method for
incorporating individual and societal
considerations into its risk-benefit
framework for opioid approval and
monitoring.
Legal Control of Water Resources
Joseph L. Sax 2006 Legal Control of
Water Resources highlights the
cutting edge issues of water law,
while providing a comprehensive
survey of the field. The book has
been thoroughly updated major water
marketing developments. There is
extended coverage of ongoing efforts
to settle Indian water rights claims.
Finally, the new edition will include
revised introductory materials on
topics such as climate change and
desalination developments. to reflect
major new court decisions and
legislation. The Fourth Edition deals
with cutting-edge issues such as
interstate water disputes on the
Great Lakes, the Rio Grande, and in
the Southeastern United States. New
material has been added on water and
urban growth management,
environment/property rights
conflicts, and
Environmental Law Philip Weinberg
2006-02-24 Environmental Law: Cases
and Materials, Third Edition is
designed to reflect the vital and
symbiotic connection between land-use
regulation and the more traditional
scope of environmental law. In
addition it recognizes the importance
of administrative agency decisionmaking in environmental law.
Communities in Action National
cases-and-materials-on-water-law-american-casebook-series

Academies of Sciences, Engineering,
and Medicine 2017-04-27 In the United
States, some populations suffer from
far greater disparities in health
than others. Those disparities are
caused not only by fundamental
differences in health status across
segments of the population, but also
because of inequities in factors that
impact health status, so-called
determinants of health. Only part of
an individual's health status depends
on his or her behavior and choice;
community-wide problems like poverty,
unemployment, poor education,
inadequate housing, poor public
transportation, interpersonal
violence, and decaying neighborhoods
also contribute to health inequities,
as well as the historic and ongoing
interplay of structures, policies,
and norms that shape lives. When
these factors are not optimal in a
community, it does not mean they are
intractable: such inequities can be
mitigated by social policies that can
shape health in powerful ways.
Communities in Action: Pathways to
Health Equity seeks to delineate the
causes of and the solutions to health
inequities in the United States. This
report focuses on what communities
can do to promote health equity, what
actions are needed by the many and
varied stakeholders that are part of
communities or support them, as well
as the root causes and structural
barriers that need to be overcome.
The Big Book of Conflict Resolution
Games: Quick, Effective Activities to
Improve Communication, Trust and
Collaboration Mary Scannell
2010-05-28 Make workplace conflict
resolution a game that EVERYBODY
wins! Recent studies show that
typical managers devote more than a
quarter of their time to resolving
coworker disputes. The Big Book of
Conflict-Resolution Games offers a
wealth of activities and exercises
for groups of any size that let you
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manage your business (instead of
managing personalities). Part of the
acclaimed, bestselling Big Books
series, this guide offers step-bystep directions and customizable
tools that empower you to heal rifts
arising from ineffective
communication, cultural/personality
clashes, and other specific problem
areas—before they affect your
organization's bottom line. Let The
Big Book of Conflict-Resolution Games
help you to: Build trust Foster
morale Improve processes Overcome
diversity issues And more Dozens of
physical and verbal activities help
create a safe environment for teams
to explore several common forms of
conflict—and their resolution.
Inexpensive, easy-to-implement, and
proved effective at Fortune 500
corporations and mom-and-pop
businesses alike, the exercises in
The Big Book of Conflict-Resolution
Games delivers everything you need to
make your workplace more efficient,
effective, and engaged.
Modern Water Law Robert W. Adler 2013
Modern Water Law provides a
comprehensive text to study the range
of legal issues and doctrines that
affect water resources. This is a
national book that uses many recent
cases, bringing a fresh perspective
to the field. The authors begin with
private water use rights, including
common law doctrines for riparian
reasonable use and prior
appropriation, as well as groundwater
rights and the statutory schemes for
administering water use rights. The
book explores the range of public
rights in water, including
navigation, the public trust
doctrine, federal reserved rights,
and interstate water management. The
book also introduces modern
challenges and environmental
protection goals, focusing on the
energy-water nexus, water pollution,
and endangered species conflicts. The
cases-and-materials-on-water-law-american-casebook-series

final chapters combine these concepts
in the context of complex watershed
restoration challenges and water
rights takings litigation.
Environmental Law in Context Robin
Kundis Craig 2008 Relying on
graphics, flow charts, cases, and
administrative materials, it provides
a step-by-step introduction to six of
the most important federal
environmental statutes. The Second
Edition will use new cases to allow
professors to discuss how global
climate change is affecting
environmental and natural resource
regulation in a variety of contexts.
Specifically, climate change will be
the centerpiece of new cases
involving NEPA, the ESA, the Clean
Air Act (Massachusetts v. EPA), and
citizen suit standing.
The Indigo Book Christopher Jon
Sprigman 2016-05-02 This public
domain book is an open and compatible
implementation of the Uniform System
of Citation.
Criminal Law Cynthia Lee 2014-05-09
This text, the only criminal law
casebook authored by two progressive
female law professors of color,
provides the reader with both
critical race and critical feminist
theory perspectives on criminal law
while following a traditional format.
All of the usual subject areas are
covered, but the book is unique in
highlighting the cultural context of
substantive criminal law. The book
seamlessly integrates issues of race,
gender, class, and sexual orientation
so the teacher who wishes to address
such issues does not have to assign
supplemental reading assignments in
order to do so. The book is also very
student-friendly, providing a brief
doctrinal overview of the subject
matter at the beginning of each
chapter. The book does away with the
tradition of long lists of notes and
questions following the cases, a
trademark feature of many older
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casebooks, putting this material in
the Teachers Manual for the teacher
to use at his or her discretion. The
forthcoming third edition is fresh
and innovative, referencing several
ripped from the headlines
controversies, including the shooting
of Trayvon Martin by George Zimmerman
and Florida's stand your ground law,
the arrest of African American
Harvard professor Henry Louis Gates,
Jr. for disorderly conduct, the
shooting of Larry King, a gender
nonconforming teenager, by classmate
Brandon McInerney and the gay panic
defense, and the repeal of North
Carolina's Racial Justice Act.
Land Use and Sustainable Development
Law, Cases and Materials John R.
Nolon 2017 The new edition enables
professors to teach a broad range of
traditional and innovative land use
law subjects, ranging from zoning and
site planning to sustainable
development. The first six chapters
of the book focus on traditional
practice areas in land use regulation
at the state and local levels, and
includes a full range of federal
First and Fifth Amendment issues as
well as preemption (all from the
existing chapters in the book which
have updated notes/commentary and a
sprinkling of new principal cases,
enough to modernize the book without
requiring significant teaching
overhauls). For a nuts-and-bolts
approach to land use law the first
two-thirds of the book will fully
cover a three-credit course. The next
three chapters explore land use
techniques that go beyond traditional
planning and Euclidean zoning such as
smart growth, transit-oriented
development, new urbanism, and form
based zoning. Energy and building
codes that address environmental and
social concerns are explored, as is
the topic of local environmental law
that includes: aquifer, wetlands,
habitat, and steep slopes protection;
cases-and-materials-on-water-law-american-casebook-series

storm water control; and floodplains
management. How environmental impact
review, biological sequestration, and
climate change mitigation integrate
with local land use regulation is
also explored. The book ends with a
focus on the critical connection
between human settlement patterns-the
result of local zoning and land use
plans-and climate change management,
where students examine methods
employed by local governments, with
state encouragement, to use land use
planning and regulation to design
buildings, neighborhoods, cities, and
regions to reduce energy and fossil
fuel consumption and lower carbon
dioxide emissions. For professors and
students interested in discovering
effective methods for dealing with
the worsening threat of climate
change, workable strategies and
needed encouragement are provided.
The last third of the book works well
for faculty who wish to challenge
students to creatively apply the
tools they have learned about to
address cutting edge issues facing
communities. Faculty have used this
material in the basic land use
course, as a one credit add-on, and
as material for an advanced land use
course (making it convenient for
students to keep the book).
Water Law in a Nutshell, 5th David H.
Getches 2015-06-12 The new edition
adds dozens of recent decisions and
key statutory changes. Virtually
every principal case in the leading
casebooks is cited or discussed,
making it an excellent aid for
students in any water law course. The
revised book deals with changes in
evolving areas like groundwatersurface water conflicts, public
recreational uses, instream flow
protection, federal water
development, takings claims, and
public interest concerns.
The NEPA Litigation Guide Albert M.
Ferlo 2012 The National Environmental
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Policy Act (NEPA) introduced the
environmental impact statement,
transformed decision making by
federal agencies, and spurred the
growth of an extensive body of
environmental law. This book takes a
close look at the litigation of NEPA
cases, including jurisdiction and
related issues, standard and scope of
judicial review, and the specific
concerns of litigators. It identifies
key NEPA issues and offers solutions
to the challenges faced in practice,
including climate change and its
relationship to the NEPA process.
Sports Law and Regulation Matthew J.
Mitten 2009 Suitable for use as a
primary text in either a two- or
three-credit general sports law
course, Sports Law and Regulation
explores both amateur and
professional sports as well as issues
common to both industries. A
comprehensive collection of cases and
materials provides balanced
perspective and flexible coverage.
Sports Law and Regulation: Cases,
Materials, and Problems, features:
landmark historical cases and
significant recent cases that reflect
the current law regulating the sports
industry insightful discussion of the
developing law governing amateur and
professional sports industries
helpful introductions and clear
exposition Notes and Questions that
suggest philosophical, sociological,
psychological, and economic policy
issues and themes hypothetical
problems skill-building exercises in
client counseling, negotiation, and
drafting a contract flexible
organization supports different
teaching objectives--for example, a
focus on amateur sports or
professional sports law detailed
Teacher's Manual* that includes
sample syllabi and answers to all of
the questions and problems in the
casebook Updated throughout, the
streamlined Second Edition includes:
cases-and-materials-on-water-law-american-casebook-series

updates to principal cases to reflect
recent developments in Sports Law
discussion and materials that reflect
the globalization of sports
additional review problems With a
balance of text, cases, materials,
and skill-development problems,
Sports Law and Regulation presents an
interdisciplinary perspective on the
law governing amateur and
professional sports. Flexible and
comprehensive, this casebook supports
and complements your teaching
objectives and preferences. *A
Teacher's Manual may be available for
this book. Teacher's Manuals are a
professional courtesy offered to
professors only. for more information
or to request a copy, please contact
Aspen Publishers at 800-950-5259 or
legaledu@wolterskluwer.com.
Cases and Materials on Federal Indian
Law David H. Getches 1986
Business Organizations D. Gordon
Smith 2018-09-14 Reflecting ongoing
changes in the structure and
regulation of modern business
practice, Business Organizations:
Cases, Problems, and Case Studies,
Fourth Edition offers a unique
combination of doctrine, problems,
and case studies. Recent, highinterest cases are balanced against
classic teaching chestnuts. Brief,
innovative problems are used in
combination with longer case studies.
Recent Delaware Supreme Court
decisions, updated case studies, and
a strong website support a clear and
sustained examination of the role and
purview of the law in business
transactions. New to the Fourth
Edition: Recent Delaware Supreme
Court and Chancery Court cases,
including eBay v. Newmark; DFC Global
v. Muirfield Value Partners; In re:
Trulia; Kahn v. M&F Worldwide (MFW);
Corwin v. KKR; and new
parent/subsidiary vicarious liability
cases New textual coverage of
developing trends such as shareholder
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activism, exploding deal litigation
and judicial efforts to reign it in,
hedge fund appraisal arbitrage, and
Public Benefit Companies Revised
Uniform Partnership Act materials, as
updated through 2013 Updated case
studies and problems that
consistently reinforce topical
coverage Professors and students will
benefit from: A discriminating
selection of fresh cases and classic
chestnuts In-depth coverage of how
the law applies to modern business
structures, (such as joint ventures,
venture capital arrangements,
franchises, and new limited liability
business forms) as well as growth
industries (such as computers,
biotechnology, and
telecommunications) Short problems
after selected topics that give
students practice applying the legal
principles covered in that section
Case studies styled on the B-school
model that provide opportunities for
in-depth analysis of the law in
business transactions Hybrid entities
treated in detail, including a
separate chapter on limited liability
companies Teaching materials include:
Teacher’s Manual PowerPoint slides
and multiple-choice exam questions
Prof. Smith’s recorded lectures about
many key topics
A homeowner's guide to septic systems
2002
Cases and Materials on Water Law
GREGORY S. WEBER 2020-06 Cases and
Materials on Water Law, steeped in
water history, honors its
distinguished author lineage by
maintaining the book's longstanding
tradition of focused instruction on
property rights in water, covering
appropriative and riparian
principles, groundwater, interstate
allocation, and federal-state
relations. The Tenth Edition
integrates these principles into
today's regulatory framework,
addressing the need for sustainable
cases-and-materials-on-water-law-american-casebook-series

management and increased protection
of the environment and public rights.
The new edition is reorganized to
prioritize student learning, with
fewer and more focused notes and
several new principal cases.
The Future of Indian and Federal
Reserved Water Rights Barbara Cosens
2012-06-16 On January 6, 1908, the
Supreme Court ruled that when land is
set aside for the use of Indian
tribes, that reservation of land
includes reserved water rights. The
Winters Doctrine, as it has come to
be known, is now a fundamental
principle of both federal Indian law
and water law and has expanded beyond
Indian reservations to include all
federal reservations of land.
Ordinarily, there would not be much
to say about a one hundred-year-old
Supreme Court case. But while its
central conclusion that a claim to
water was reserved when the land was
reserved for Indians represents a
commitment to justice, the exact
nature of that commitment-its legal
basis, scope, implications for nonIndian water rights holders, the
purposes for and quantities of water
reserved, the geographic nexus
between the land and the water
reserved, and many other details of
practical consequence-has been, and
continues to be, litigated and
negotiated. In this detailed
collection of essays, lawyers,
historians, and tribal leaders
explore the nuances of these issues
and legacies.
Cases and Materials on Oil and Gas
Law John S. Lowe 2008 The authors
have retained the basic structure of
prior editions, but have further
integrated implied covenants issues
with express lease issues and
conservation with pooling and
unitization, as well as adding new
cases and editing the old materials.
The book includes environmental law
materials in a separate chapter,
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reflecting the editors? view of their
importance and adapting the book for
use in an advanced course, as well as
a basic course
Water Law, Planning & Policy Joseph
L. Sax 1968
Cases and Materials on Tort and
Accident Law Robert E. Keeton 1998
Cases and Materials on the Law of
Natural Resources Clyde O. Martz 1951
Cases and Materials on Oil and Gas
Law Eugene O. Kuntz 1998
Water Law in a Nutshell Sandra
Zellmer 2021-05-14 The new edition
adds dozens of recent decisions and
key statutory changes. Virtually
every principal case in the leading
casebooks is cited or discussed,
making this book an excellent aid for
students in any water law course. The
revised edition deals with changes in
evolving areas like groundwatersurface water conflicts, public
recreational uses, instream flow
protection, federal water
development, takings claims, and
water access and equity.
Cases and Materials on Water Law
George A. Gould 2000
The Daily Show (The Book) Chris Smith
2016-11-22 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER
The complete, uncensored history of
the award-winning The Daily Show with
Jon Stewart, as told by its
correspondents, writers, and host.
For almost seventeen years, The Daily
Show with Jon Stewart brilliantly
redefined the borders between
television comedy, political satire,
and opinionated news coverage. It
launched the careers of some of
today's most significant comedians,
highlighted the hypocrisies of the
powerful, and garnered 23 Emmys. Now
the show's behind-the-scenes gags,
controversies, and camaraderie will
be chronicled by the players
themselves, from legendary host Jon
Stewart to the star cast members and
writers-including Samantha Bee,
Stephen Colbert, John Oliver, and
cases-and-materials-on-water-law-american-casebook-series

Steve Carell - plus some of The Daily
Show's most prominent guests and
adversaries: John and Cindy McCain,
Glenn Beck, Tucker Carlson, and many
more. This oral history takes the
reader behind the curtain for all the
show's highlights, from its origins
as Comedy Central's underdog latenight program to Trevor Noah's
succession, rising from a scrappy
jester in the 24-hour political news
cycle to become part of the beating
heart of politics-a trusted source
for not only comedy but also
commentary, with a reputation for
calling bullshit and an ability to
effect real change in the world.
Through years of incisive election
coverage, passionate debates with
President Obama and Hillary Clinton,
feuds with Bill O'Reilly and Fox, and
provocative takes on Wall Street and
racism, The Daily Show has been a
cultural touchstone. Now, for the
first time, the people behind the
show's seminal moments come together
to share their memories of the lastminute rewrites, improvisations,
pranks, romances, blow-ups, and
moments of Zen both on and off the
set of one of America's most
groundbreaking shows.
Native American Natural Resources Law
Judith V. Royster 2008 "This casebook
explores issues relating to property
rights, environmental protection, and
natural resources in Indian country.
The book covers tribal cultural and
religious relationships with the
land, fundamental principles of
federal Indian law, land ownership
and property rights of tribes, land
use and environmental protection,
natural resources development,
taxation of lands and resources,
water rights, usufructuary (hunting,
fishing, gathering) rights, and
international approaches to
indigenous rights in land and natural
resources. It is designed to be used
in a stand-alone course or as a
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supplemental reader for courses in
environmental law, natural resources
law, or Native American studies.The
second edition updates the casebook
to include Supreme Court cases, such
as the 2003 trust cases and the 2005
Sherrill case, as well as other
judicial and legislative developments
since 2002. The new edition also
expands the materials on cultural and
religious resources, natural
resources damages, and international
law; reorganizes the materials on
water law; and includes the recent
decision recognizing a right of
habitat protection in treaties
recognizing off-reservation fishing."
Cases and Materials on Environmental
Law, 2008 Supplement Daniel A. Farber
2008-08-21 The supplement contains
all of the relevant, up-to-the minute
materials on climate change. The new
materials can be integrated into the
casebook or taught as a separate
module, and they are compatible with
multiple teaching strategies.
The Antitrust Paradox Robert Bork
2021-02-22 The most important book on
antitrust ever written. It shows how
antitrust suits adversely affect the
consumer by encouraging a costly form
of protection for inefficient and
uncompetitive small businesses.
Torts, Cases and Materials Victor E.
Schwartz 2015-07-21 Through its
excellence in scholarship, clarity,
and ease of use, this casebook
engages readers in a critical
thinking about tort law. It sets
forth crisply edited classic tort
cases as well as cases reflecting the
newest tort law trends. Its authors
are a strong combination of respected
scholars and those who practice in
the subject. The casebook goes beyond
judicial decisions and includes key
tort-centered legislation and
comparative perspectives where
relevant. The casebook encourages the
reader to understand the law's
foundations and debate modern trends
cases-and-materials-on-water-law-american-casebook-series

within various policy prescriptions.
Unbiased in its approach and
organized in manageable sections of
information, the casebook is a superb
tool for productive and stimulating
classroom debate. Tort law doctrine
and its rationale will come alive for
students. The casebook, proven over
13 editions, assures that our
students will be effectively guided
to embrace the law of torts as a
building block for the remainder of
law school and a life in the law
beyond. This new edition insures that
it will maintain its place as the
most widely adopted Torts casebook.
Ocean and Coastal Law Alison Rieser
2013 This new edition has been
significantly revised to address the
challenge to ocean and coastal law
from global warming and climate
disruption. It also covers governance
changes in response to sea level rise
and coastal disasters, including
hurricanes Katrina and Sandy and the
BP/Deepwater Horizon oil spill. The
context for these changes is drawn
from developments in international
oceans law.
Remedies Elaine W. Shoben 2007 The
Fourth Edition offers a unique blend
of materials rich with problems and
provocative cases designed to promote
lively class discussion in Remedies.
The authors have a revised a great
book that preserves the best of the
former editions and adds revisions
and updates, especially in the areas
of Punitive Damages, Tort Reform,
Specific Performance, Equitable
Defenses, Preliminary Injunctions and
Attorney Fees. This law school
casebook focuses on the fundamental
tools of judicial remedies:
injunctions, damages, and
restitution. In addition to providing
students with a solid grounding in
these basics, the casebook also
offers the professor choices about
which additional areas to cover in
depth. The casebook provides separate
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chapters offering extended coverage
of topics such as: Specific
performance Equitable defenses
Contempt Damages in specific subject
areas Punitive damages Attorney fees
Tort reform and damage caps Jury
trial rights Declaratory relief
Cases and Materials on Criminal Law
Joshua Dressler 2003 Premised on the
belief that criminal law is an
exciting subject to learn and teach,
this popular casebook provides a
balanced and creative overview of
classic and modern criminal law cases
and issues while covering both common
law foundations and modern statutory
reform, including the Model Penal
Code. The casebook invites classroom
consideration of many controversies
in the field (e.g., rape law, racebased jury nullification, Internet
crime, and anti-stalking legislation)
and defenses (e.g., battered women?s
self-defense). Using imaginative
examples from literature and music to
illustrate criminal law issues (e.g.,
examining insanity with Edgar Allen
Poe?s The Tell-Tale Heart and
homicide with Willa Cather?s O
Pioneers!), the casebook allows law
students to confront some of the Big
Questions with which philosophers,
theologians, scientists, poets, and
lawyers have grappled for centuries.
Redesigning the American Lawn F.
Herbert Bormann 2001-01-01 This new
edition, which is being reissued in a
more artistic format and with many
additional illustrations, updates the
original text and adds a chapter
showing what progress has been made
in the ecological management of
landscapes over the past decade."-BOOK JACKET.
International Law Lori Fisler
Damrosch 2001 Updated with an
emphasis on current issues, this
classic casebook emphasizes
developments in international law,
with expertly edited cases and
problems for class discussion. Cases
cases-and-materials-on-water-law-american-casebook-series

and Materials on International Law
offers a treatment of the subject for
introductory and advanced classes and
detailed readings and reference
materials for those who wish to
pursue topics in depth. The fourth
edition enriches every chapter with
new information on institutions
contributing to the sources and
enforcement of international law,
including the World Trade
Organization, the International
Criminal Tribunals for Yugoslavia and
Rwanda, the prospective International
Criminal Court, and organizations in
the fields of law of the sea and arms
control. International criminal law
now has a chapter of its own, and the
casebook gives expanded treatment to
human rights, environmental law, and
economic law.
Drawdown Paul Hawken 2017-04-18 • New
York Times bestseller • The 100 most
substantive solutions to reverse
global warming, based on meticulous
research by leading scientists and
policymakers around the world “At
this point in time, the Drawdown book
is exactly what is needed; a
credible, conservative solution-bysolution narrative that we can do it.
Reading it is an effective
inoculation against the widespread
perception of doom that humanity
cannot and will not solve the climate
crisis. Reported by-effects include
increased determination and a sense
of grounded hope.” —Per Espen
Stoknes, Author, What We Think About
When We Try Not To Think About Global
Warming “There’s been no real way for
ordinary people to get an
understanding of what they can do and
what impact it can have. There
remains no single, comprehensive,
reliable compendium of carbonreduction solutions across sectors.
At least until now. . . . The public
is hungry for this kind of practical
wisdom.” —David Roberts, Vox “This is
the ideal environmental sciences
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textbook—only it is too interesting
and inspiring to be called a
textbook.” —Peter Kareiva, Director
of the Institute of the Environment
and Sustainability, UCLA In the face
of widespread fear and apathy, an
international coalition of
researchers, professionals, and
scientists have come together to
offer a set of realistic and bold
solutions to climate change. One
hundred techniques and practices are
described here—some are well known;
some you may have never heard of.
They range from clean energy to
educating girls in lower-income
countries to land use practices that
pull carbon out of the air. The
solutions exist, are economically
viable, and communities throughout
the world are currently enacting them
with skill and determination. If
deployed collectively on a global
scale over the next thirty years,
they represent a credible path
forward, not just to slow the earth’s
warming but to reach drawdown, that
point in time when greenhouse gases
in the atmosphere peak and begin to
decline. These measures promise
cascading benefits to human health,
security, prosperity, and wellbeing—giving us every reason to see
this planetary crisis as an
opportunity to create a just and
livable world.
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Water Law Robin Craig 2017-01-23
Intended for a general audience,
Water Law: Concepts & Insights
provides both a general overview of
basic water law doctrines and an
exploration of how water law-the law
and policies governing allocation of
water-fit into broader ecological and
environmental law issues. The book
provides an overview of important
hydrological principles before
discussing the two state-law systems
governing use of surface water in the
United States and the five doctrines
governing use of groundwater. It then
explores the federal government's
interests in the fresh waters of the
United States, ranging from
protection of navigability to federal
water projects to federal water
rights. Putting the law governing
water use into a broader context,
Water Law: Concepts & Insights then
explores the intersections of state
water law with energy policy and
production, water quality
protections, endangered species
protections, and broader watershed
management. It ends by returning to
the concept of water rights as
protected private property rights and
the complexities of constitutional
"takings" litigation when
environmental protections interfere
with those rights.
Cases and Materials on Water Law
Frank J. Trelease 1967
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